Grand Cayman

September 26 to October 3, 2015
Tiedemann's Diving Center is returning to Grand Cayman. Historically recognized as the
birthplace of recreational diving with the Caribbean's first dive operation in 1957, it has 240
dive sites, calm clear waters, stunning reefs, wrecks and dramatic vertical walls. It's no wonder
year after year that Grand Cayman is at the top of the world's dive destinations. It is also
home of the International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame.
We are staying on West Bay at the Cobalt Coast Beach Resort at the famous North Wall. Voted
by the readers of Rodale Scuba Magazine as the top dive resort in the Caribbean. The only allinclusive dive resort on Grand Cayman and home of the DiveTech Dive operation, also a Rodale's
top choice. It is a small intimate resort that caters to divers. One and two bedroom suites and
hotel rooms are available.
The cost of the trip is only $1655. This includes:
•
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•
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•
•
•
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8 days, 7 nights, 6 dive days
Price is per person based on double occupancy
Daily breakfast and lunch served poolside and 3 course dinner served at Duppies
Restaurant.
6 days of two tank morning boat dives (12 total)
Round trip airport transfers
Unlimited shore diving at two locations. The resort itself and Lighthouse Point
80 cubic foot tanks are standard, 100’s and 63’s available upon request
Check out shore dive on day of arrival
Free use of dive computers
All taxes, fees and tips - excluding dive boat crew
Unlimited nitrox (32%) tanks available for just $100
Bonus - Boat dive on USS Kittiwake (including marine park fee and diving medallion)
Bonus - Guided night dive using NightSea “fluoro” lighting
Bonus - Guided shore dive on the Guardian of the Reef. Bonuses value - $275.

The number of divers that can go on the trip is limited. The trip base price is based on double
occupancy. If you are signing up without a buddy, we will do our best to find you a roommate but
there are no guarantees. You should check that we have a roommate for you (if signing up alone)
and there is still room on the trip before booking airfare.
Single occupancy is $2,350 and the non-diver price is $1,180. A deposit of $250 is needed to
hold a place on the trip for you. The balance is due on Friday, July 24, 2015.
If you have any questions about the trip, you can reach us at the Center, 516-796-6560
Check out the Grand Cayman FAQ 2015 information sheet for even more details.

